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•

These slides present the findings and recommendations of the Simpson Road
Project Development and Environment (PD&E) Study. Joshua DeVries, Osceola
County Project Manager.
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PROJECT DEVELOPMENT & ENVIRONMENT (PD&E) STUDY

SIMPSON ROAD
PD&E Study Objectives
I
I

•

Perform engineering,
social, &
environmental studies
of transportation
improvement

•

Use analysis to support
decisions of if and how
transportation
improvement should be
built

I

•

Develop basic design
concepts based on
analysis

S I M P S O N R O A D I M P R O V E M E N TS : F R O M U S 19 2 TO 5 6 0 S O U T H O F M Y E R S R O A D
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The objectives of this PD&E Study were to perform engineering, social, and
environmental studies of a proposed transportation improvement on Simpson Rd to
support decisions concerning if and how it should be built, as well as the basic
design concepts.
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The project is located in Osceola County, Florida between US 192 and Myers Road, a
distance of 4.1 miles.
The Simpson Road project that extends from Boggy Creek Road to Myers Road is a
separate project and is not depicted on this map.
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PROJECT PURPOSE
• Enhance safety for all travel
modes and users
• Enhance mobility for
communities along Simpson
Road including
Buenaventura Lakes
• Improve regional
connections
• Improve overall traffic
operations
• Provide consistency with
local plans

SIMPSON ROAD IMPROVEMENTS: FROM US 192 TO 560

SOUTH OF MYERS ROAD
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The purpose of the project is to enhance safety and mobility on Simpson Road from
US 192 to Myers Road improving connections between the communities along
Simpson Road to the City of Kissimmee, the emerging NeoCity, the Orlando
International Airport (OIA), and Medical City at Lake Nona.
As required, the proposed project build alternative is consistent with local
transportation plans.
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PROJECT NEED
• Provide safer mobility for
pedestrians, bicyclists, motorists,
and others on the corridor
• Achieve planning consistency
with transportation plans
• Enhance connections to the
region
• Provide additional capacity
• Address transportation demand
• Meet social and economic needs
• Improve modal connections

SIMPSON ROAD IMPROVEMENTS: FROM US 192 TO 560

SOUTH OF MYERS ROAD

The needs for this project are to provide safer mobility for pedestrians, bicyclists,
motorists and others in the corridor; achieve planning consistency with
transportation plans; enhance regionally connectivity; increase capacity; address
transportation demand; meet social and economic needs and improve modal
connectivity.
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PD&E STUDY PROCESS
Newsletter to notify
public

December 2018

Alternatives public
meeting

Develoo wide ranqe of
alternatives

Refine alternatives

Select viable alternatives
and hold stakeholder
meetings

Public hearing present
no build and build
alternatives

May 16 2019

Select and recommend
no build or build

Study complete

intersection

SIMPSON ROAD IMPROVEMENTS: FROM US 192 TO 560

SOUTH OF MYERS ROAD

The PD&E study process includes several steps. In December 2018, newsletters
were mailed out to notify stakeholders and residents that the study had begun.
A wide range of alternatives were then developed and narrowed down to viable
alternatives. An Alternatives Public Meeting was held on May 16, 2019. This open
house meeting provided the public an opportunity to review and comment on the
alternatives.
Afterwards, the alternatives were further refined in response to comments and the
draft project documentation was prepared.
The Public Hearing was held on February 27, 2020. Information presented included
the recommended Build Alternative and the No‐Build Alternative. Today, we are
seeking Osceola County Board of County Commissioner’s concurrence for the
proposed project build alternative.
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The study limits include three sections:
• Sections 1 (orange on map) and 3 (green on map) are existing two‐lane roadways that
are proposed to be widened to a four‐lane facility divided by a raised median along with
accommodations for bicyclists and pedestrians.
• Section 2 (blue on map) is an existing five‐lane section that is being converted to a four‐
lane facility with a raised median and continuous auxiliary turn lanes along with
accommodations for bicyclists and pedestrians on both sides.
Major intersection improvement options are also proposed at Fortune Road and
Buenaventura Boulevard for potential major intersection phased implementation options.
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Within Sections 1 and 3, the preferred typical section is a four lane divided roadway with a
26 foot median.
This typical section includes a 10 foot shared path for both bicyclists and pedestrians versus
an earlier alternative which included a 5 foot sidewalk and 5 foot bike path.
This preferred typical section for Sections 1 and 3 will require 115 feet of right of way.
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For Section 2 the preferred typical section includes four lanes plus a 19.5 ft raised grass
median along with an auxiliary turn lane in each direction.
A ten foot shared use path for bicyclists and pedestrians is provided on both sides of the
roadway versus an earlier alternative which included a 5 foot sidewalk and 5 foot bike path.
The required right of way for this preferred typical section is 125 feet.
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Near‐term construction could initially consist of implementing the conventional
intersection and then the Quadrant Road could be implemented at some point in the
future, if indicated by traffic volumes. The PD&E Study identified for public review the
impacts of the Conventional Intersection and the Quadrant (Quad) Road. As the two
options differ, the roadway designers will continue to refine the concept based on the
County’s roadway construction prioritization process.
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Option 2 is the PD&E Intersection solution for accommodating heavier traffic volumes at
the Fortune Road intersection. Option 2 adds a Quadrant (Quad) Road in the northeast
quadrant of this intersection. This configuration could allow left turns from southbound
Simpson Road to access Fortune Road eastbound at a new signal (purple arrow). Removing
this left turn movement from the main intersection could improve traffic operations and
access options for the surrounding properties (light gray arrow).
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Similar to the Fortune Rd intersection, near‐term construction at the Buenaventura
Boulevard intersection could initially consist of implementing a conventional intersection
layout and then a Quadrant Road could be implemented at some point in the future, if
indicated by traffic volumes. The PD&E Study identified for public review the impacts of the
Conventional intersection and the Quad Road. As the two options differ, the roadway
designers will continue to refine the concept based on the County’s roadway construction
prioritization process.
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Option 2 is the PD&E Intersection solution for accommodating heavier traffic volumes at
the Buenaventura Boulevard intersection. Option 2 adds a Quadrant (Quad) Road in the
southwest quadrant of this intersection. This intersection layout could use the access drive
between the Bank of America and the Buenaventura Lakes Center as a new road with a
new signalized intersection at Simpson Road.
This new road will connect Simpson Road to Oakwood Drive (purple arrow). This could
provide access to these businesses and remove the need for any U‐turns at the
Buenaventura intersection (gray arrows) or the left turn to Oakwood Drive from
Buenaventura Boulevard (black arrow). This option could improve traffic operations and
safety at both the Simpson Road and Oakwood Drive intersections with Buenaventura
Boulevard.
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The PD&E study evaluation factors include: natural, physical, cultural,
roadway/traffic, right of way and costs.
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The proposed project build alternative effects on the Natural Environment include:
•

Four acres of wetland effects and under one acre of floodplain effects.

•

A Natural Resource Evaluation was performed, and determined that the
proposed project build alternative may affect, but is not likely to adversely
affect the Eastern indigo snake, Wood stork and Crested caracara. No affects
are expected to other wildlife or habitat with the proposed project build
alternative.

•

The proposed project build alternative is consistent with LRTP, TIP, and County
CIP.
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A contamination screening evaluation was performed to identify locations where
contamination may be present. Of the 52 sites evaluated, the proposed project build
alternative may impact 11 medium risk sites. A Level II Impact to Construction
Assessments (ICAs) may be required of the medium risk sites to evaluate the presence of
contamination. Final design plans will be reviewed to evaluate potential project effects and
the need for Level II ICAs.
The proposed project build alternative is not predicted to exceed National Ambient Air
Quality Standards.
The noise analysis confirms that a substantial increase in traffic noise will not occur as a
result of the build alternative.
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The purpose of the cultural and historic resources survey is to identify historic
resources and archaeological sites eligible to be registered with the National
Register of Historic Places (NRHP). The proposed project build alternative will have
no effect on cultural resources listed or eligible for listing in the NRHP.
The proposed project build alternative has no involvement with Section 4(f) lands:
parks, recreational lands, wildlife and waterfowl refuges, or historic sites.
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Traffic operations describe how well the alternative meets the need for improved mobility
along the corridor. The proposed project provides specific benefits at each intersection,
collectively leading to significantly reduced delay for drivers along both Simpson Road and
the intersecting roadways such as Fortune Road and Buenaventura Boulevard.
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Access Management is a systematic approach to determine the location of driveway
connections, median openings, and traffic signals to improve safety and traffic flow
by reducing vehicle conflict points. A full median opening allows for left and right
turns in all directions. A directional median allows left turns from the main roadway
into driveways and U‐turn maneuvers.
The proposed project build alternative establishes signal spacing and median
openings consistent with an FDOT access management class 5.
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The proposed project build alternative would require approximately 30 acres of
right‐of‐way acquisition and one business relocation.
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The engineer of record prepared the project cost summary and conservatively
estimated the project costs by construction segment. These estimates include
several contingencies, Quad Roads, and high per unit costs. In their opinion, the
total program costs for the Simpson Road project would be approximately 101
million dollars. These costs include construction, design, CEI, and right of way costs.
The Osceola County team is conducting a value engineering effort to seek
opportunities to reduce project costs and anticipates the ability to reduce the cost
estimate significantly during the design phase.
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This action item provided to the Osceola County Board of County Commissioners
represents one of the final steps in the PD&E study process.
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With your concurrence of the proposed project build alternative, the Simpson Road project
will move into the final design phase followed by right of way and construction activities.
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